INTRODUCTION

WHO ARE WE?

Endre Varga and his son, Denes Varga founded the company Varga-Flexo in 1993 in Hungary. Endre handed over the enterprise to his son in 2010 and he is proud that his grandchildren who already participate in the life of the company, will carry on the generation change.

WHAT DO WE MANUFACTURE?

We design and manufacture new, modern and high quality **flexographic printing presses, laminators, slitters** and plate mounters.

WHO ARE OUR CUSTOMERS?

Our customers are **flexible packaging producers worldwide who expect the best price versus value for quality prints**, laminating, slitting and economical machine operation.

WHY DO PEOPLE CHOOSE US?

- We have been **reliable** since 1993
- Our main service is **production assurance**
- **We are fast** and provide more support than you would expect
- **Our machines return quickly** with their excellent value for money
- **The packaging materials** produced by our machines are of outstanding quality
- We can ensure **exclusive competitive advantage with PRINT 4.0**
- Environmental protection and **sustainable development** are also important for us
- Award-winning and forward-looking **design** of our machines
- We are at the forefront of **innovation**
- It is simply a **good decision** to choose us